METAL EAVES, RAINWATER GOODS
AND SPECIALIST CLADDING

RUN-TO-TIME, EVERY TIME!
RAINSCREEN CLADDING
• Pressed aluminium and ACM panels
• Wide range of colours and finishes
• Secret or exposed fittings
• Regular and artwork patterns available

"LOCKMETAL OFFER AN EXCELLENT SERVICE. THEY WERE HELPFUL, PROVIDED THE GOODS IN GOOD TIME AND TO A VERY HIGH QUALITY." RUSHMAN HOMES

"THE WORKS WERE DESIGNED AND DELIVERED AS QUOTED: WITHIN PROGRAMME AND BUDGET, OFFERING UP FRONT DESIGN ADVICE AND ALTERNATIVE VALUE ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS." GALLIFORD TRY

FASCIA SOFFIT
• Wide and adaptable product range
• Suitable for most eaves configurations
• Overcomes building tolerances

"LOCKMETAL ARE A VERY ORGANISED OUTFIT, HOLDING PROFOUND KNOWLEDGE WITHIN THE SECTOR AND PRODUCTS RELATING TO METAL CLADDING / RAINWATER SYSTEMS." EB

"THE WORKS WERE DESIGNED AND DELIVERED AS QUOTED: WITHIN PROGRAMME AND BUDGET, OFFERING UP FRONT DESIGN ADVICE AND ALTERNATIVE VALUE ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS." GALLIFORD TRY

RAINWATER GOODS
• Ranges to suit traditional, contemporary and commercial buildings
• Wide range of colours and finishes
• Rainwater calculations advice and support

"ALL WORKS WERE COMPLETED TO A HIGH STANDARD AND THE FINAL ACCOUNT WAS MANAGED AND CLOSED OUT IN A PROFESSIONAL MANNER." NEILCOTT CONSTRUCTION

COLUMN CASING
• Shapes range from circular, semi-circular, square or rectangular
• Non-standard shapes easily incorporated
• Wide choice of finishes

"THE WORKS WERE DESIGNED AND DELIVERED AS QUOTED: WITHIN PROGRAMME AND BUDGET, OFFERING UP FRONT DESIGN ADVICE AND ALTERNATIVE VALUE ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS." GALLIFORD TRY

PARAPET CAPPING
• Weather resistant barrier protection
• Allows for ventilation
• Fits any wall width
• Can incorporate decorative features

"LOCKMETAL ARE A VERY ORGANISED OUTFIT, HOLDING PROFOUND KNOWLEDGE WITHIN THE SECTOR AND PRODUCTS RELATING TO METAL CLADDING / RAINWATER SYSTEMS." EB

"THE WORKS WERE DESIGNED AND DELIVERED AS QUOTED: WITHIN PROGRAMME AND BUDGET, OFFERING UP FRONT DESIGN ADVICE AND ALTERNATIVE VALUE ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS." GALLIFORD TRY

FEATURE BEAMS
• Clean crisp lines
• Practical detailing
• Cost effective solutions
• Wide range of colours and finishes

"I WOULD LIKE TO THANK YOU ONCE AGAIN FOR YOUR HELP IN RESCHEDULING THE WORK FOR ME. I'M IMPRESSED WITH THE WORK COMPLETED BY YOUR TEAM, THEY HAVE DONE THE JOB VERY WELL." DURKAN

"THE WORKS WERE DESIGNED AND DELIVERED AS QUOTED: WITHIN PROGRAMME AND BUDGET, OFFERING UP FRONT DESIGN ADVICE AND ALTERNATIVE VALUE ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS." GALLIFORD TRY
FOCUS ON THE INTERSECTIONS
UNDERSTAND THE COMPLEXITIES

OUR EXPERIENCED AND KNOWLEDGEABLE TEAM ENSURE WE RUN-TO-TIME, EVERY TIME!

ATTRACT ATTENTION WITH OUR UNIQUE, STAND-OUT, EYE CATCHING AND PRACTICAL STATEMENT CLADDING

REOPTIONS: RAIN CHAIN, BALCONY CLADDING, AEROFOIL CASING, INSET BALCONY CLADDING, RAINWATER PIPE, PARAPET CAPPING, RAINSCREEN CLADDING, CANOPY CLADDING, RAIN CHAIN, COLUMN CASING

TALK TO THE PEOPLE
COLLABORATE WITH OTHER PACKAGES
MANAGE THE DETAIL
TALK TO THE PEOPLE

CANOPY CLADDING
FASCIA SOFFIT
GUTTERING
FEATURE BEAM
COLUMN CASING

ATTRACT ATTENTION WITH OUR UNIQUE, STAND-OUT, EYE CATCHING AND PRACTICAL STATEMENT CLADDING

OUR EXPERIENCED AND KNOWLEDGEABLE TEAM ENSURE WE RUN-TO-TIME, EVERY TIME!
WE HAVE WORKED WITH...

LOCKMETAL ARE SPECIALIST CONTRACTORS PROVIDING DESIGN, SUPPLY AND INSTALLATION OF QUALITY ALUMINIUM RAINSCREEN CLADDING, RAINWATER GOODS, EAVES SYSTEMS, FEATURE BEAMS, WINDOW SURROUNDS, COLUMN CASINGS AND CAPPING

01442 875756
mail@lockmetal.com
lockmetal.com

HEAD OFFICE:
WESTGATE HOUSE
VERULAM ROAD
STAFFORD
ST16 3EA

SOUTHERN OFFICE:
MANOR WHARF
20 OLD MILL ROAD
HUNTON BRIDGE
KINGS LANGLEY
WD4 8QT